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Take steps
to secure
online
accounts,
experts urge
They advise against using birth date,
NRIC or phone numbers as password
Irene Tham
Senior Tech Correspondent
If you are using your NRIC and telephone numbers or birth date as a
password to secure online accounts, change it immediately.
This is the advice of the Ministry
of Defence (Mindef) and security
experts following a cyber attack discovered early last month, which resulted in the loss of the personal details of 850 Mindef employees and
national servicemen.
“Personal information is highly
valuable to hackers since this can
be used in further attacks or sold
for monetary value,” said Mr Nick
Savvides, a security advocate for
Asia-Pacific and Japan at cyber
security software firm Symantec.
For instance, the stolen data
could be used to access e-government services such as Central Provident Fund account balances, as
one’s NRIC number is the user
name in many cases.
Hackers may also disguise themselves as the local authorities in
e-mails embedded with malicious
links or documents to trick users into downloading malware or divulging sensitive data, Mr Savvides said.
“Users need to be wary of followon attacks that may be crafted using the information gathered,” he
added.
Mindef revealed yesterday that
the unknown hackers exploited a
vulnerability in its I-net system, resulting in the loss of the NRIC numbers, telephone numbers and birth
dates of the 850 personnel.
The I-net system provides Internet access on thousands of dedicated terminals to national servicemen and other employees working
in Mindef’s offices and Singapore
Armed Forces premises.
Mr Alex Lei, regional director for
South-east Asia at security systems
specialist FireEye, said that targeted attacks are the “new reality” for
governments around the world.
“Targeted attacks often reflect geopolitical tensions, and South-east
Asia is no stranger to these tensions,” said Mr Lei.
Mr Sanjay Aurora, Asia-Pacific
managing director of cyber securi-

ty firm Darktrace, said the incident
highlights the importance of using
advanced systems.
“It is a cyber arms race, and artificial intelligence technology that
automatically identifies and takes
action against genuine threats will
be instrumental in safeguarding
critical information and infrastructure,” he said.
Mr Dan Yock Hau, director of the
Cyber Security Agency of
Singapore’s National Cyber Incident Response Centre, concurred.
“We have to take steps to build
greater security into software design and strengthen our systems to
ensure resilience to cyber attacks,” he said.
He also noted that trained cyber
security professionals will play an
important role to keep Singapore
systems safe.
Public relations consultant
Khairul Sufiyan uses his NRIC
number and birth date as a password for some online accounts. “I
better change them quickly,” said
the 30-year-old, who was worried
he could be one of the 850 affected.

The Singapore dollar yesterday
touched a record high against the
Malaysian ringgit – and at least
one analyst believes the rate could
be headed for RM3.30.
The Singdollar surpassed the previous high of RM3.16 to move
above RM3.17, sitting at around
RM3.173 by early last evening.
Its gain against the Malaysian
currency is now more than 2 per
cent since the start of the year,
when the exchange rate was
RM3.1065 to the Singdollar.
Yesterday’s currency movement resulted from the Singdollar
gaining strength while the ringgit
stayed weak, said Mr Jeremy Cook,
chief economist of foreign exchange company World First.
“The Singdollar is back in favour
as the United States dollar weakens amid the belief that the rhetoric from the Trump administration is not as pugnacious as it was

PAST DATA BREACHES IN SINGAPORE
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The Personal Data Protection Commission fined
PropNex Realty $10,000 after the latter inadvertently
caused the personal data of 1,765 people to be leaked
online. A system flaw caused a PDF document listing
one item or all of the personal information – name,
mobile number, residential address and e-mail address
– of the 1,765 individuals to be freely available online
for months.

The personal data of more than 1,900 pupils from
Henry Park Primary School was leaked when an Excel
spreadsheet containing the children’s particulars was
mistakenly sent out to about 1,200 parents as part of
an update about a school event. The file contained the
names and birth certificate numbers of all 1,900 pupils
in the school, and the names, telephone numbers and
e-mail addresses of their parents.

September 2014

June 2014

The personal data of 317,000 customers of karaoke
bar chain K Box was exposed on the Internet owing to
lax security measures. Access to K Box’s computers
was protected by weak passwords made up of only one
letter of the alphabet. K Box was fined $50,000 by
Singapore’s privacy watchdog as a result of the breach,
which exposed customers’ names, addresses, and
mobile phone and identity card numbers.

The Government discovered that 1,560 SingPass
accounts were stolen. Three tampered accounts were
fraudulently used to make applications for work
passes. The use of easy-to-crack passwords was
believed to be the culprit. SingPass is an
authentication system that secures Singapore
residents’ access to 340 e-government services,
including those for filing income tax returns and
checking Central Provident Fund account balances.

Data of more
than 1,900
Henry Park
Primary
School pupils
was leaked by
mistake.
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It is a cyber arms race,
and artificial
intelligence
technology that
automatically
identifies and takes
action against
genuine threats will
be instrumental in
safeguarding critical
information and
infrastructure.
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MR SANJAY AURORA, Asia-Pacific
managing director of cyber security firm
Darktrace, on the importance of using
advanced systems.

Singdollar hits
record high
against ringgit
Wong Wei Han
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in the campaign and the wider
trade environment is therefore
less combative,” Mr Cook told The
Straits Times.
The greenback fell further yesterday to below 1.40 against the Singdollar, which counts the US currency as one of its major pegs.

2%
Singapore dollar’s gain against
the Malaysian ringgit since the
start of the year.

“Meanwhile, Bank Negara Malaysia has not been able to smooth
out the ringgit’s depreciation given its weak foreign currency reserves. This leaves traders unwilling to meaningfully back the currency,” Mr Cook said.
Leaving aside the latest slide of
the US dollar, the ringgit has seen
a prolonged battering, owing in
part to still depressed global oil
prices, given that Malaysia is a major oil producer.
A rebound for the ringgit this
year is unlikely, said IG market
strategist Pan Jingyi, who noted:
“With the (Federal Reserve) still
looking for two to three hikes this
year and a positive outlook for US
growth, the US dollar is likely to
strengthen once again into the
year. This could weigh on the Singapore dollar, sending it softer
against the already weak ringgit.”
“Nevertheless, given the current trend, Singdollar against ringgit may find 3.10 serving as a support into the end of the year,” added Ms Pan.
Mr Cook said the Singdollar’s
strength will depend on US trade
policies, which still lack clarity.
“Should stances on trade continue to soften to a more ‘free’ way of
doing things, we would be looking
for a continual run in the Singdollar. Oil prices should be able to
keep the ringgit supported on a
terms of trade basis, but we could
easily see a run to 3.30,” he said.
whwong@sph.com.sg
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10 current and former employees
of firm accused of corruption
Shaffiq Alkhatib
•
Ten current and former employees
of waterproofing and general
works company TAC Contracts
were charged in court with corruption yesterday.
The men were accused of individually giving bribes ranging from
$490 to more than $59,000.
They allegedly gave the money to
employees of various companies as
an inducement to advance TAC
Contracts’ business interests.
According to court documents,
the firms include Far East Organization, Stature Real Estate Enterprise
and Parkway Hospitals Singapore.
Nine of the men are Singaporean.
They are:
• Senior sales and operations
executive James Tan Gin Meng,
36. He faces 150 charges
involving $42,818 in total.
• Sales manager Ng Kok Thai, 34.
He faces 88 charges involving
$59,074.50.
• Sales executive Justin Heng Lye
Chai, 34. He faces 44 charges
involving $31,076.
• Sales and operations executive

•
•

•
•

Sim Kah Wah, 35. He faces 17
charges involving $6,790.
Former sales coordinator Donald
Chang Poh Lung, 37. He faces 11
charges involving $5,562.60.
Sales and operations executive
Thomas Ler Tze Pin, 35. He faces
six charges involving $2,453.
Sales and operations executive
Aaron Wong Wentong, 34. He
faces two charges involving a
total of $3,885.
Former sales executive Ng Weng
Boon, 40. He faces two charges
involving $490.
Former sales executive Chan
Hon Kai, 47. He faces two charges
involving $1,750.

The 10th man, sales and operations
executive Alagappan Suriyanarayanan, 38, is an Indian national. He
Company
director Donald
Ling Chun Teck
has already been
dealt with. He
was sentenced
to 30 months
in jail.

faces 46 charges involving
$36,839.50.
The 10 men allegedly committed
their offences between January
2011 and February 2014.
They will be back in court on
March 21.
Two of their alleged accomplices
from the same firm, company director Donald Ling Chun Teck, 43, and
former sales and operations executive Lee Zhijian, 34, were dealt with
in court in December last year.
Ling was sentenced to 30 months
in jail on 20 counts of corruption involving $182,581, with 517 charges
taken into consideration.
He is appealing against the sentence and is out on $200,000 bail.
Lee was sentenced to a total of
15 months and four weeks in jail,
plus six strokes of the cane, on six
corruption charges and two charges of unlicensed moneylending
harassment.
He is also appealing against the
sentence and was offered bail of
$60,000.
The maximum penalty for each
count of corruption is a $100,000
fine and five years in jail.
ashaffiq@sph.com.sg
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